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contrast, during hyperoxic exposure, the head-up tilt test did not induce

presyncope or syncope. In these 2 volunteers, biological study demon-

strated a decrease in adenosine plasma level at both baseline and during

status and the APL du
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Abstract: Head-up tilt test is useful for exploring neurally mediated

syncope. Adenosine is an ATP derivative implicated in cardiovascular

disturbances that occur during head-up tilt test. The aim of the present

study was to investigate the impact of hyperoxia on adenosine plasma

level and on hemodynamic changes induced by head-up tilt testing.

Seventeen healthy male volunteers (mean age 35� 11 years) were

included in the study. The experiment consisted of 2 head-up tilt tests,

1 session with subjects breathing, through a mask, medical air

(FiO2¼ 21%) and 1 session with administration of pure oxygen

(FiO2¼ 100%) in double-blind manner. Investigations included con-

tinuous monitoring of hemodynamic data and measurement of plasma

adenosine levels.

No presyncope or syncope was found in 15 of the 17 volunteers. In

these subjects, a slight decrease in systolic blood pressure was recorded

during orthostatic stress performed under medical air exposure. In

contrast, hyperoxia led to increased systolic blood pressure during

orthostatic stress when compared with medical air. Furthermore, mean

adenosine plasma levels decreased during hyperoxic exposure before

(0.31� 0.08 mM) and during head-up tilt test (0.33� 0.09 mM) when

compared with baseline (0.6� 0.1 mM). Adenosine plasma level was

unchanged during medical air exposure at rest (0.6� 0.1 mM), and

slightly decreased during orthostatic stress. In 2 volunteers, the head-

up tilt test induced a loss of consciousness when breathing air. In these

subjects, adenosine plasma level increased during orthostatic stress. In
ele Brignole, MD, eharo, MD,
lain Boussuges, MD, PhD

orthostatic stress for hyperoxic exposure compared with medical air.

These results suggest that hyperoxia was able to increase blood

pressure during head-up tilt test via a decrease in plasma adenosine

concentration. Our results also suggest that adenosine receptor

antagonists are worth trying in neurocardiogenic syncope.

(Medicine 95(8):e2876)

Abbreviations: AR = adenosine receptor, APL = adenosine plasma

level, BP = blood pressure, DBP = diastolic blood pressure, FiO2 =

fraction of inspired oxygen, HR = heart rate, HUT = head-up tilt

test, LMM = linear mixed model, PO2 = partial pressure of oxygen,

SBP = systolic blood pressure.

INTRODUCTION

A denosine is an endogenous nucleoside that strongly impacts
the cardiovascular system via 4 G-coupled membrane

receptors, namely A1 R, A2A R, A2B R, and A3 R, depending
on their pharmacological properties.1 Activation of A1 R leads
mostly to bradycardia, whereas activation of A2A R leads mostly
to vasodilation.1

Head-up tilt test (HUT) is a useful tool for exploring
neurally mediated syncope.2,3 Because of its cardiovascular
effects, adenosine is the humoral factor most likely involved
in cardiovascular disturbances observed during HUT. Indeed,
strong adenosine release is associated with hemodynamic
disturbances during HUT.4 Furthermore, there is a positive
correlation between the increase in adenosine plasma level
(APL) and the rapidity of onset of tilt-induced syncope.4 Lastly,
an overexpression of adenosine A2A R has been reported in
patients with unexplained syncope and a positive HUT.5–7

Adenosine is released in the extracellular spaces during
hypoxia or inflammatory process.8 An increase in APL has been
associated with bradycardia and loss of consciousness during
experimental hypoxia induced by breath-holding.9 Altitude-
induced hypoxia alters cardiovascular response to orthostat-
ism,10 and experimental hypoxia favored vasovagal reaction via
a vasodilation mechanism.11 Conversely, hyperoxia is associ-
ated with a decrease in extracellular adenosine level.12 Con-
sequently, partial pressure of oxygen (PO2) impacts
cardiovascular status, partly via the modulation of extracellular
adenosine level. It was shown that hyperoxic chemoreflex
sensitivity is impaired in patients with neurocardiogenic syn-
cope,13 but the influence of hyperoxia on HUT had never been
evaluated. The aim of this study was, therefore, to assess the
effects of oxygen administration on both the hemodynamic
ring HUT in healthy volunteers.
ious knowledge, our hypothesis was that
reased blood pressure (BP) during HUT
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when compared with medical air exposure, via its vasocon-
strictor effect and a decrease in APL.

METHODS
Seventeen male volunteers (mean age 35� 11 y) were

investigated to assess the cardiovascular impact of hyperoxia
during abrupt changes in position. In women, the fluctuations in
hormones during the menstrual cycle lead to variations in
central arterial compliance and sympathetic neural responses
to orthostatic stress.14,15 To exclude this potential bias, only men
were included in the study.

The study was performed in a double-blind manner, and
the protocol was approved by the local ethics committee (Aix
Marseille University, n8 2010-A011113–36). Informed consent
was obtained from volunteers, and the study was carried out
in accordance with the WHO code of ethics (Declaration of
Helsinki).

Each subject passed a screening examination, including
physical examination and medical history. All subjects per-
formed regular leisure physical activities. They had no history
of serious disease and took no medication for at least 4 weeks
before the study. None of the volunteers had a history of syncope
or presyncope during the past 2 years. The study took place
within 2 weeks of the screening day. Experiments were per-
formed in the morning 3 hours after a light breakfast. An
intravenous catheter was inserted before the onset of the tests
for blood sampling. The protocol consisted of 2 HUTs, 1 session
with those breathing medical air (fraction of inspired oxygen
FiO2¼ 21%) and 1 session with administration of pure oxygen
(FiO2¼ 100%), in a random order (Figure 1). The same tech-
nician randomly selected the gas for each subject. This tech-
nician was blind to the nature of the gas and did not participate
in the investigation. There was a minimum period of 72 hours
and a maximum period of 1 week between the 2 sessions.
Investigations were performed at the same time of the day for
individual subjects. The gases were delivered in a Douglas bag.
HUT was performed in a quiet room with regulated ambient

Fromonot et al
temperature (258C). Before the experiment, the volunteers were
instructed to rest for 30 minutes in supine position (baseline), on
a motorized tilt table with footplate support (EM/ TTV.08E,

FIGURE 1. Study protocol for head-up tilt test (HUT).
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Elettromedica s.a.s, Pederobba, TV, Italy). They breathed ambi-
ent air. After the measurements at baseline, the experimental
session (exposure to medical air or pure oxygen) consisted of a
sequence of 3 periods: gas exposure in supine position (rest
during 20 min), HUT at 608C for 45 minutes or until syncope,
and recovery in supine position (20 min). Blood samples were
collected at the end of each period (baseline, resting period,
HUT, and recovery).

Heart rate (HR) was recorded using an analog 3-lead ECG
(ECG, BIOPAC, Systems, Inc., CA). BP was continuously
monitored using a finger cuff (Finapres model 2300; Ohmeda,
Englewood, CO). The arm was supported to maintain the
transducer at the heart level. HR and BP data were the average
of the recordings during the last 5 minutes of each period
(baseline, resting period, HUT, and recovery).

Adenosine Plasma Concentration Measurement
Blood samples (3 mL) were collected through the catheter

and processed as described previously using laboratory-prepared
tubes containing 2 mL of cold-stop solution under vacuum.4 The
sample collection method allowed whole blood to mix quickly
with the stop solution to prevent red blood cell uptake and
degradation of adenosine.16,17 The stop solution was composed
of dipyridamole (0.2 mM); ethylene diamine tetracetic acid
disodium (Na 2 EDTA 4 mM); erythro-9-(2-hydroxy-3-nonyl
adenine [EHNA 5 mM]); alpha, beta-methyleneadenosine 5’
diphosphate (AOPCP 79 mM); 2’ deoxycoformycine 10 mg/mL;
and heparin sulfate 1 IU/mL. Adenosine plasma concentration
measurement has been described.4,16,17 In brief, after collection,
samples were put in ice, carried to the laboratory, quickly cen-
trifuged, and deproteinized (perchloric acid 70% 1/10 V). Super-
natants were analyzed by high-pressure liquid chromatography
(Chrom System, Germany). The intra and interassay coefficients
of variation ranged from 3% to 5%.

Statistical Analysis
All the statistical analyses were performed with R statisti-

Medicine � Volume 95, Number 8, February 2016
cal software.18 All data (biological and hemodynamic data)
recorded during baseline were subtracted from data recorded
during rest, tilt, and recovery to produce delta values. Delta

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.



TABLE 1. Adenosine Plasma Concentration (mM) and Systolic
Blood Pressure (mm Hg) During the 2 Sessions in the Volun-
teers Without Syncope or Presyncope

Rest HUT Recovery

Conditions Mean�SD

Medical air APL 0.6� 0.1 0.56� 0.1 0.67� 0.1
SBP 120� 7 116� 8 119� 11

Oxygen APL 0.31� 0.08 0.33� 0.09 0.4� 0.09
SBP 121� 10 124� 9 124� 12

Volunteers (n¼ 15), age 36� 10 years, height 176� 7 cm, weight

Medicine � Volume 95, Number 8, February 2016
values were chosen because the sessions (medical air and pure
oxygen) were not performed the same day. Consequently, the
hemodynamic data recorded at baseline could be slightly differ-
ent. Linear mixed model (LMM) analyses were performed with
R package ‘‘lme4.’’19 The mixed model approach was chosen
over generalized linear model (repeated-measure analysis of
variance [ ANOVA]) for the reason that it allows post hoc

77� 13 kg.
APL¼ adenosine plasma level, HUT¼ head-up tilt test, SBP¼

systolic blood pressure, SD¼ standard deviation.
analysis and is adapted to crossed random effects—here, time
and subject.20 Least-squares mean calculations and post hoc
comparisons were performed with R package ‘‘lsmeans,’’21

FIGURE 2. Delta systolic blood pressure (SBP) is represented in 15 hea
95% confidence intervals between the gas intake conditions. Plot at t
during the whole protocol, and between the gas intake conditions
‘‘.’’¼P<0.10; ‘‘�’’¼P<0.05; ‘‘��’’¼P<0.01; ‘‘���’’¼P<0.001.

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
with Bonferroni adjustment for P value adapted for multiple
comparisons.

For BP, HR data, and plasmatic adenosine level, several
LMMs were compared, and the most appropriate model (based
on lowest Akaike Information Criterion and Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion) was the following: ‘‘gas type,’’ ‘‘protocol
period,’’ and interaction between ‘‘gas type’’ and ‘‘protocol
period’’ for fixed factors; random factors were ‘‘subject’’ and
the interaction between ‘‘protocol period’’ and ‘‘subject.’’

RESULTS
Fifteen volunteers presented no clinical manifestations

during the experiment, whereas 2 experienced presyncope or
syncope during HUT.

Volunteers With Normal Tolerance to HUT
Head-up tilt test was well tolerated by 15 volunteers.

Table 1 shows their characteristics.

Blood Pressure and Heart Rate
Figure 2 reports the delta values in systolic blood pressure

(SBP) during the 2 sessions. Delta SBP was higher during
hyperoxia (Fadjusted [1, 41.57]¼ 8.54, P¼ 0.0056). No differ-
ence was found for delta SBP between the protocol periods

Hyperoxia and Head-up Tilt Test
(Fadjuted [2, 63.85]¼ 0.71, P¼ 0.495). No interaction between
‘‘gas type’’ and ‘‘protocol period ’’ was found for delta mean
BP (Fadjusted [2, 40.65]¼ 1.78, P¼ 0.18).

lthy volunteers. Plot at the left side showed the delta average and
he right side showed delta average and 95% confidence intervals
. Post hoc differences when needed were expressed as follows:

www.md-journal.com | 3



FIGURE 3. Delta heart rate values are represented in 15 healthy volunteers. Plot at the left side showed the delta average and 95%
righ
c d
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Delta diastolic blood pressure (DBP) was not significantly
different during hyperoxia and medical air (Fadjusted [1,
41.94]¼ 1.73, P¼ 0.195). During protocol period (Fadjusted

[2, 64.22]¼ 3.26, P¼ .0445), delta DBP tended to be higher
during HUT than recovery (t.ratio¼�3.22, P¼ 0.0097) and
rest (t.ratio¼�4.42, P¼ 0.0004).

Figure 3 reports the delta value in HR during the 2 sessions.
The same linear mixed model as above was selected for delta
HR. Delta HR was higher (Fadjusted [1, 37.07]¼ 6.35,
P¼ 0.0161) during medical air exposure. During HUT, delta
HR was higher (Fadjusted [2, 49.53]¼ 39.58, P¼ 0.0000) than
during other periods (rest-HUT: t.ratio¼�9.91, P¼ 0.0000;
recovery-HUT¼�8.94, P¼ 0.0000), but no difference was
found between recovery and rest (t.ratio¼ 0.97, P¼ 0.597).
No interaction effect between ‘‘gas type’’ and ‘‘protocol period
’’ was found (Fadjusted [2, 37.66]¼ 0.14, P¼ 0.87).

Plasmatic Adenosine Level
Figure 4 reports the changes in delta adenosine plasma

concentrations measured in the volunteers during the 2 sessions.
The same LMM as that for BP analysis was used for delta APL.
Delta APL (Fadjusted [1,40.40]¼ 107.16, P¼ 0.0000) was lower
during hyperoxia than medical air exposure. Delta APL was
lower (Fadjusted [2, 65.22]¼ 8.94, P¼ 0.0004) during HUT than
in recovery (t.ratio¼�3.1, P¼ 0.012) and rest period
(t.ratio¼�2.34, P¼ 0.07. An interaction was found on delta
APL between ‘‘gas type’’ and ‘‘protocol period’’ (F [2,

confidence intervals between the gas intake conditions. Plot at the
the whole protocol and between the gas intake conditions. Post ho
‘‘�’’¼P<0.05; ‘‘��’’¼P<0.01; ‘‘���’’¼P<0.001.
adjusted

41.37]¼ 6.55, P¼ 0.0033). A drop of delta APL was found
under medical air exposure during HUT with restoration during
recovery (rest-HUT: t.ratio¼ 3.03, P¼ 0.0532; HUT-recovery:
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t.ratio¼�4.07, P¼ 0.0019; rest-recovery: t.ratio¼�1.05,
P¼ 1), but not under pure oxygen (rest-HUT: t.ratio¼�1.92,
P¼ 0.88; HUT-recovery: t.ratio¼�0.4, P¼ 1; rest-recovery:
t.ratio¼�2.24, P¼ 0.43).

Volunteers With Presyncope or Syncope During
HUT

In 2 volunteers, presyncope or syncope appeared during
HUT. In these two subjects, the timing of faint argues in favor of
vasovagal symptoms rather than orthostatic hypotension.22

Volunteer 1 was a healthy student in sport sciences (age 19
years, height 188 cm, weight 73 kg). Under the first test with
hyperoxic exposure, the test was well tolerated until the
duration initially planned (45 min). During the medical air
session, after 8 minutes and 30 seconds in the upright position,
the volunteer felt like passing out. A marked decrease was
recorded in both HR (from 79 to 41 beats/min) and SBP (from
110 to 60 mm Hg). HUT was immediately terminated and the
subject recovered spontaneously.

Volunteer 2 was a well-trained breath-hold diver (age
49 years, height 190 cm, weight 84 kg). He was first submitted
to the test with medical air exposure. During this test, a syncope
appeared 11 minutes after the passage in upright position.
Simultaneously, a sudden drop was recorded in SBP (from
110 to 69 mm Hg) and in HR (from 90 to 56 beats/min). The
volunteer experienced a second test under hyperoxia, 1 week
later. To compare the APL at the moment of the syncope, the

t side showed delta average and 95% confidence intervals during
ifferences when needed were expressed as follows: ‘‘.’’¼P<0.10;
blood sample was collected 11 minutes after the passage in
head-up position. No clinical or hemodynamic impairment was
observed during this test. Interestingly, a third HUT was

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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performed in this volunteer in the course of another experiment.
It was positive with medical air breathing. Table 2 reports the
APL in the 2 volunteers with presyncope or syncope during
HUT.

during the whole protocol and between the gas intake condition
‘‘.’’¼P<0.10; ‘‘�’’¼P<0.05; ‘‘��’’¼P<0.01; ‘‘���’’¼P<0.0
DISCUSSION
The study presents for the first time the impact of hyper-

oxia on both hemodynamic data and APL in healthy subjects

TABLE 2. Adenosine Plasma Concentration (in mM) and Systol
Volunteers Affected by Syncope or Presyncope

Volunteer 2: age 19 y, height 188 cm, weight 73 kg
Medical air

�
presyncope (8 min 30 sec) APL

SBP
Oxygen APL

SBP
Volunteer 2: age 49 y, height 190 cm, weight 84 kg

Medical air
�

syncope (11 min) APL
SBP

Oxygen APL
SBP

APL¼ adenosine plasma level, HUT¼ head-up tilt test, SBP¼ systolic b�
Reported the occurrence of presyncope or syncope in the 2 volunteers

Copyright # 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
submitted to orthostatic stress. In our study, hyperoxic exposure
improved hemodynamic status during HUT.

Systolic BP was increased during hyperoxic session when
compared with medical air session in the 15 volunteers with
normal tolerance to HUT (Figure 2). A drop in APL was

Post hoc differences when needed were expressed as following:
recorded during hyperoxic exposure, both in supine position
(rest and recovery) and in orthostatic position (Figure 4). In the
2 volunteers with presyncope or syncope, the administration of

ic Blood Pressure (mm Hg) During the 2 Sessions in the 2

Rest HUT Recovery

0.9 1.4
�

0.95
119 60

�
112

0.8 0.75 0.9
124 127 121

1.2 3.5
�

0.9
110 69

�
120

0.6 0.7 0.9
118 122 120

lood pressure.
.
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pure oxygen improved tolerance to HUT. During the session
with medical air breathing, presyncope or syncope occurred in
the 2 volunteers at 8 minutes and 30 seconds, and 11 minutes
after the passage to the upright position. In contrast, when the
subjects breathed pure oxygen, no presyncope or hemodynamic
alterations were recorded during the 45 minutes in orthostatic
position.

Appropriate cardiovascular adaptation to the passage from
supine to standing position includes increase in HR and vaso-
constriction. In some subjects, the cardiovascular response is
inappropriate and it is well-recognized that fainting and syn-
cope, during a passive transition from supine to upright position,
are secondary to a marked decrease in cerebral blood flow
secondary to a paradoxical triggering of bradycardia and/or
vasodilatation. These abnormal cardiovascular responses are
the essential features of reflex syncope and particularly vaso-
vagal syncope.22,23 It was reported that the difference in the R-R
intervals before and after oxygen inhalation (for 5 min), divided
by the difference in the oxygen pressure, evaluated in the
venous blood, is lower in neurocardiogenic patients than healthy
subjects, suggesting that in these patients, chemoreflex sensi-
tivity is impaired in hyperoxic conditions.13 This mechanism
may participate in the improvement in orthostatic tolerance of
HUT during oxygen exposure. Our results suggest that the
improved orthostatic tolerance secondary to oxygen breathing
can also be attributed to the vasoconstrictor effect of hyper-
oxia.24,25 The mechanisms explaining the vasoconstriction
induced by hyperoxia remain unclear. Some studies have
implicated a direct effect of O2 or reactive O2 species on
vascular smooth muscle through an action on calcium chan-
nel.26,27 Other studies have reported an alteration in endothelial-
derived vasoactive agents, such as nitric oxide, Prostaglandins,
or endothelin-1.28–31 Here we found that hyperoxia was associ-
ated with a decrease in APL.

An increase in APL was recorded in upright position in the
2 volunteers with a positive HUT under medical air exposure
(Table 2). In contrast, a slight decrease in APL was recorded in
volunteers without presyncope or syncope during HUT under
medical air exposure (Figure 4). This decrease, previously
observed in patients with negative HUT,4 may contribute to
the cardiovascular adaptive response to orthostatism, probably
via a quick adenosine uptake by blood cells.

The extracellular generation of adenosine by nucleotidases
is facilitated by the reductions in extracellular pH and in PO2. It
has been shown that experimental hypoxemia leads to adeno-
sine plasma release, favoring bradycardia and loss of conscious-
ness.9 The main cardiovascular changes induced by an increase
in APL included decreased HR through A1 receptor stimulation
and vasodilatation via extraluminal A2A adenosine receptors.
These alterations are able to counteract the appropriate cardi-
ovascular adaptation to orthostatic stress in subjects with
vasovagal reaction.

Limitations
Seventeen volunteers were investigated in this study. Two

of them experienced presyncope or syncope during HUT. To
strengthen our results, a larger sample is needed. Also, further
work should study the impact of hyperoxia on the tolerance to
orthostatic stress and APL in subjects with vasovagal syncope.

Fromonot et al
CONCLUSIONS
In our study, oxygen breathing led to a decrease in APL,

when compared with medical air breathing. This decrease was

6 | www.md-journal.com
particularly large in upright position (Table 2), and could
explain the improvement in both clinical and hemodynamic
status during HUT performed under hyperoxia. Consequently,
the results of the present study support the implication of
adenosine in the inappropriate cardiovascular adaptation during
postural stress and argues in the favor of the use of adenosine
receptor antagonists in neurocardiogenic syncope.
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